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Biogeme
Biogeme




V1= ASC_TRAIN + \
B_TIME * TRAIN_TT_SCALED + \
B_COST * TRAIN_COST_SCALED
V2= ASC_SM + \
B_TIME * SM_TT_SCALED + \
B_COST * SM_COST_SCALED
V3= ASC_CAR + \
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Aggregation
Motivation
Prediction about a single
individual is of little use in
practice.









Obtain xn for each individual n in the population.
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Aggregation
Aggregate market shares











P(i |xn; θ) = E [P(i |xn; θ)] .






1 2 · · · J
1 P(1|x1; θ) P(2|x1; θ) · · · P(J|x1; θ) 1







N P(1|xN ; θ) P(2|xN ; θ) · · · P(J|xN ; θ) 1
Total N(1) N(2) · · · N(J) N
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Aggregation
Large table
When the table has too many rows...
apply sample enumeration.
When the table has too many columns...
apply micro simulation.
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It must be revealed preference data.
It may be the same sample as for estimation.




Population is partitioned into homogeneous segments.













share of persons in segment g in the population
share persons in segment g in the sample
.









where δng = 1 if individual n belongs to segment g , and 0 otherwise.

























Therefore, weights should be normalized so that
S∑
n=1
ωn = S .




# Each weight is normalized so that the sum of weights
# is equal to the number of entries (1906).
# The normalization factor has been calculated during
# estimation
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In reality, we use θ̂, the maximum likelihood estimate of θ
Property: the estimator is normally distributed N(θ̂, Σ̂)
Calculating the confidence interval by simulation
Draw R times θ˜ from N(θ̂, Σ̂).
For each θ˜, calculate the requested quantity (e.g. market share,
revenue, etc.) using P(i |xn; θ˜)
Calculate the 5% and the 95% quantiles of the generated quantities.
They define the 90% confidence interval.
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Confidence intervals
Confidence intervals with Biogeme
Variance-covariance matrix
## Code for the sensitivity analysis generated after the
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Arc: between two values
Direct vs. cross
Direct: wrt attribute of the
same alternative
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Elasticities
Disaggregate elasticities in Biogeme
Derivatives are available automatically
elas_pt_time = \
Derive(prob_pt,’TimePT’) * TimePT / prob_pt
elas_pt_cost = \
Derive(prob_pt,’MarginalCostPT’) * MarginalCostPT / prob_pt
elas_car_time = \
Derive(prob_car,’TimeCar’) * TimeCar / prob_car
elas_car_cost = \
Derive(prob_car,’CostCarCHF’) * CostCarCHF / prob_car
elas_sm_dist = \
Derive(prob_sm,’distance_km’) * distance_km / prob_sm
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Elasticities
Aggregate elasticities in Biogeme










n=1 wnPn(i |xn, Cn)
.
The weights must be pre-calculated.
Biogeme syntax for the pre-calculation
BIOGEME_OBJECT.STATISTICS[’Norm. for elasticities PT’] = \
Sum(theWeight * prob_pt ,’obsIter’)
BIOGEME_OBJECT.STATISTICS[’Norm. for elasticities CAR’] = \
Sum(theWeight * prob_car ,’obsIter’)
BIOGEME_OBJECT.STATISTICS[’Norm. for elasticities SM’] = \
Sum(theWeight * prob_sm ,’obsIter’)
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Elasticities
Aggregate elasticities in Biogeme
Weighted sum of disaggregate elasticities
(E¯
Ŵ (i)
xjk )n = E
Pn(i)
xjnk Pn(i |xn, Cn)
1∑S
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Elasticities






{’Disag. Elast. PT - Time’: elas_pt_time,
’Disag. Elast. PT - Cost’: elas_pt_cost,
’Disag. Elast. Car - Time’: elas_car_time,
’Disag. Elast. Car - Cost’: elas_car_cost,
’Disag. Elast. Slow modes - Distance’: elas_sm_dist,
’Agg. Elast. PT - Time’: elas_pt_time * prob_pt / normalization_pt,
’Agg. Elast. PT - Cost’: elas_pt_cost * prob_pt / normalization_pt,
’Agg. Elast. Car - Time’: elas_car_time * prob_car / normalization_car,
’Agg. Elast. Car - Cost’: elas_car_cost * prob_car / normalization_car,
’Agg. Elast. Slow modes - Distance’: elas_sm_dist * prob_sm / normalization_sm
}
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Elasticities
Aggregate elasticities in Biogeme
Output
HTML file
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The Derive operator can be used for WTP as well.
Calculation of standard errors using bootstrapping.
Variance reduction techniques for Monte-Carlo integration.
Parallel computing.
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